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WELCOME 
FROM THE DIRECTORS 

 
 Welcome to the UA Athletic Bands, which are filled with a rich 
tradition and a national reputation for excellence.  We applaud you for 
your decision to join us, whether it is for your future career or as an 
enhancement to your university experience. 
 We believe in the power of music and its influence on the character, 
mind, and spirit of the individual.  Our approach to the music-making 
process is founded in the belief that in order to maximize the musical 
experience, the performance of the music must be of the highest caliber.   
The striving towards this standard will be asked of each of you.  The 
rewards are based upon your willingness to give of yourself and to the 
collective energy of the ensemble.   
 The Bands are places of friendship, pride, devotion, learning, and 
fun from Arizona Stadium to McKale Arena.  You will have memorable 
experiences with us that will last a lifetime.  
 This Band Handbook is for the purpose of acquainting you with 
who, what, where, and why we are.  Please take the time to read it 
carefully.  The Band Staff and Faculty are available to answer your 
questions, listen to your problems or suggestions, and otherwise help 
you along your way.  Please feel free to contact us at any time.  
 
 
Alli Howard  
Interim Director of Athletic Bands 
Director, The Pride of Arizona  
  
   

HELLO FROM TBΣ  
 
 The members of Tau Beta Sigma would like to say “hello” to all 
rookie members of the UA Bands, and an early “welcome back” to all of 
the returning members.  We are looking forward to the upcoming season 
because it is our belief that with the dedicated members from the past 
years and an electrified new class of bandsmen, we have a tremendous 
season ahead of us.   
 For those of you who do not know about Tau Beta Sigma, we are an 
honorary sorority whose purpose is to support the band’s many 
activities and functions.  We have a high involvement with the activities 
because of our dedication to the betterment of the band and its members.   
 We are looking forward to seeing all of you and starting the year 
with charged enthusiasm to make it a great year in the history of the 
Arizona Bands.  
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Alli Howard 

Interim Director of Athletic Bands, 
 Director, the Pride of Arizona  

 
    As Interim Director of Athletic Bands at the University of Arizona, Alli 
Howard is the Director of the Pride of Arizona. She also directs the Pride 
of Arizona Pep Band, teaches the Marching Band Techniques course, and 
the Leadership course. 

    Alli Howard earned her Bachelor’s degree in Music Education in 1999 
from the University of Arizona, studying saxophone with Michael 
Hester and Kelland Thomas. During her undergraduate degree studies 
she performed in the Wind Symphony, was the Drum Major of the Pride 
of Arizona Marching Band, played in the saxophone choir, and sang in 
the Pride of Arizona quartet. In 2004 Howard earned a Master’s degree 
in Wind Band Conducting from the University of Arizona, studying with 
Gregg Hanson. She was also a Graduate Teaching Assistant for the band 
department.   

    Before her appointment to the University of Arizona, Howard served 
as the Director of Bands and the Fine Arts Department head at Rio Rico 
High School, and also as the Band Coordinator for the Santa Cruz Valley 
School District in Rio Rico, AZ. In her six years at Rio Rico High School, 
Howard taught marching band, color guard, symphonic band, jazz band, 
music theory, and sponsored the school Tri-M chapter. Under her 
direction, the Rio Rico band program grew from 55 students to 75 
students, the RRHS Winter Guard was created, the Rio Rico Jazz 
Ensemble earned the Judges Most Outstanding Award at the 2012 
Highland Jazz Festival, and the Rio Rico Marching Hawks represented 
Arizona in the 2007 National Memorial Day Parade in Washington, D.C. 
The Rio Rico bands consistently earned ratings of Excellent and Superior 
at festivals. In 2012 Howard earned the Santa Cruz Valley School District 
Teacher of the Year Award. 
     During her twelve years of public school teaching, Howard has also 
been a guest conductor and adjudicator for elementary and middle 
school bands. She is an active member of AMEA, serving for four years 
as the South-Central Region Solo & Ensemble chair, and briefly as 
AMEA Member-at-Large. She is currently serves as an adjudicator for 
ABODA. 
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Yudai Ueda 
Assistant Director of Athletic Bands 

Yudai Ueda assists with the Pride of Arizona Marching Band and Pride 
of Arizona Pep Band as the Assistant Director of Athletic Bands at the 
University of Arizona. 

Ueda received his Masters in Instrumental Conducting and Bachelors in 
Music Education from Northern Arizona University. As a conducting 
graduate assistant, he assisted the NAU Lumberjack Marching Band and 
Pep Band, guest conducted the Wind Symphony and NAUTEE (NAU 
Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble), co-directed the Collegiate Band, and 
organized chamber wind groups and new music ensembles. His teachers 
include Daniel Schmidt (conducting), Alexander Lapins, Kent Eshelman, 
Christian Carichner (tuba), and Bruce Reiprich (composition). Ueda’s 
public school experience include teaching elementary music in Mesa, 
Arizona and high school marching bands in Chandler and Tucson, 
Arizona. 

As an undergraduate student, Ueda conducted the NAU Lumberjack 
Marching Band and marched with the Phantom Regiment Drum and 
Bugle Corps and the Academy Drum and Bugle Corps. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE BANDS 
 
 
 
The “Pride of Arizona” -  Marching  Band  
The Marching Band, consisting of approximately 250 members,  
performs pregame and halftime shows for all home football games,  
leads the Homecoming and Rodeo parades, and performs at  
off-campus special community events. 
 
The “Pride of Arizona” -  Pep  Band  
The Pep Band performs for all men’s and women’s basketball games, 
volleyball games and select community charity and fundraising events.  
This very active ensemble is high energy and high profile playing in 
styles ranging from Big Band, Jazz-Funk, and Rock and Roll.  Audition  
is required. 
 
 
 

 
 

ALUMNI BAND 
 
 

The University of Arizona Band Alumni Club  
The purpose of the Alumni Club is to foster spirit, interest, and 
cooperation among Band Alumni toward the University and to provide a 
medium through which Band Alumni might continue their contact with 
and support of The University of Arizona Bands.   
 
Their goals include fellowship among members, increased recognition 
for the UA Bands, recruitment of excellent talent, to  
create good will for the University, and to support and encourage 
devotion and respect for the standards of excellence displayed by the 
Bands.   
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE “PRIDE OF ARIZONA” 
 
 
The University of Arizona Department of Bands is part of the UA Fred 
Fox School of Music and Dance in the College of Fine Arts.  
 
The "Pride of Arizona" athletic bands perform at UA football games, 
men's and women's basketball games, volleyball, gymnastics and swim 
meets, as well as national festivals, bowls, celebrations, parades, and 
community events. 
 
The "Pride of Arizona" was first organized in 1902 as a military unit and 
began performing at University of Arizona Wildcat football games in 
1922 with a group of only 23 members.  It has since grown into a 
nationally renowned Pac-12 conference athletic band with a roster of 
over 250 members, including a battery-unit drumline and some of the 
nation’s finest auxiliary units of baton twirlers, pom pon dancers and 
color guard.  
 
Several distinguished persons have marched with the "Pride", including 
Senator Douglas Holsclaw who wrote the school’s first fight song with 
Thorton Allen.  Fight Wildcats Fight became the official UofA fight song 
in 1930.  Jack Lee, who directed the band from 1952-1980, composed  
Bear Down Arizona which hails as the school's beloved fight song to  
this day. 
 
When Jay Rees took over direction of the Pride of Arizona in 1995, the 
band became known as the "World’s First Alternative Music Marching 
Band." The band's commitment to excellence, progressive musical 
arrangements, and inventive marching style is referenced extensively in 
the book Marching Bands and Drumlines: Secrets of Success from the Best of 
the Best. They have also released CD recordings and appeared in 
numerous television features, including NBC's The Today Show and Fox 
Sports. The “Pride” is consistently recognized as one of the finest 
collegiate athletic band organizations in the nation. 
 
The 55-member Pep Band supports a variety of UA team sports, as well 
as campus and community events.  They have performed at several 
national championship men’s basketball games, receiving widespread 
attention for their spirited musicianship and jazz/pop repertoire.   
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GOALS OF  
THE “PRIDE OF ARIZONA” 

 
 
1. The Life Experience  
 
 To learn more about ourselves and the human experience through 

teamwork, focus, commitment, energy, and a deep love of music and 
performance art.  

 
 
2. The Complete Entertainment Package  
 
 To provide a high energy, high quality musical and visual 

performance at various sporting and community events.  The quality 
comes from the details – every note, every move, every step 
rehearsed and cleaned to perfection.  The goal is for each performer 
to contribute all that he/she has to offer in every performance.   

 
 
 

RESPONSIBILITIES AS A MEMBER OF 
THE “PRIDE OF ARIZONA”  

 
 
1. Responsibility to Yourself  
 
 You owe it to yourself to always try!  Trying to play your best.  

Trying to march your best.  Trying to perform your routine the best.  
Trying to be positive and productive.  Trying to get along with 
others.  Trying to get the most commitment, focus, and energy 
possible out of yourself.  

 
2. Responsibility to Each Other  
 
 Getting along with others in our complex society is indeed a difficult 

task at times.  You have an obligation and responsibility to respect 
the rights and opinions of others.  Antisocial behavior will only 
breed the same in others and bring discord into the program.  
Excessive talking, rumors, vulgar language, bad manners, etc., are 
examples of this unwanted behavior.  Please respect your fellow 
“Pride” members both on and off the field and treat them as you 
wish to be treated.   
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATION 
 

 
The “Pride of Arizona” Marching Band consists of students from The 
University of Arizona and Pima Community College in the following 
areas:   
 
The Wind and Percussion Section  
 
Brass, Woodwind, and Percussion musicians who perform the 
simultaneous responsibility of making music and marching 
choreographed drill movements.   
 
The Auxiliary Units   
 
These units consist of the Drum Major(s), Color Guard, Pom Pon Line, 
and Twirling Team.  The Drum Major(s) works in an instructional and 
administrative capacity as well as being an integral part of each 
performance.  The Guard, Poms, and Twirlers perform the simultaneous 
responsibility of twirling and/or dance routines with marching the drill 
movements.  This adds visual support to the music.   
 
All of the above named sections perform and practice together under  
one name:  
 

The “Pride of Arizona” Marching Band  
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HIERARCHY OF THE BAND’S 
INSTRUCTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

 
Please follow this “chain of command” and direct your questions and 
comments accordingly at an appropriate time. 
 
The Directors 
The directors are in charge of every aspect of the band’s performances 
and rehearsals.  This includes the administration of the program as well 
as the vision of the band’s musical and visual direction.  As they say, 
“The buck stops here.” – Yes means Yes, No means No, and Now means 
Now!  
 
Auxiliary Unit Coaches 
These coaches (guard, pom, twirler) are in charge of all aspects of the 
respective unit’s performances and rehearsals.  The “Pride” is fortunate 
to have some of the most dynamic and talented professionals in their 
fields serving in these positions.  
 
Teaching Assistants 
The TAs serve in various capacities including, but not limited to, 
rehearsing all aspects of any section within the band, conducting in 
performance, drill design, attendance record keeping, and policy 
enforcement, other administrative duties, etc.  These are excellent people 
who do an enormous job extremely well.   
 
Drum Major(s) 
The DM(s) serves as teacher, demonstrator, conductor, motivator, and 
living example of the ideal bandsman.  This prestigious position is 
reached through an audition process after the season.   
 
Student Leadership Staff 
This group of “Pride” members consists of the captains of the three 
auxiliary units as well as select wind and percussion musicians.  These 
student leaders are called on by the Director or GTAs to lead sectionals, 
help teach drill movements, set a good example for all performers, do 
odd jobs, and basically help out whenever and wherever.  These 
positions are also by audition.   
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HIERARCHY continued 
 
 
Equipment Managers  
The Equipment Managers are students who do the extraordinary job of 
handling the logistics of an enormous Pac-12 marching band: everything 
from lining and setting up the practice fields, to all aspects  
of the uniform distribution, check-in, parts repair, etc.  This is such an 
important job and yet it can be quite thankless.  Please take the time 
during the season to thank these people for making it possible for you to 
perform.   
 
Last, but certainly not least . . .  
 
The Band Secretary  
The miracle worker in the Band Office is our secretary, Eve Dotson.  
Without her tireless efforts and organizational skills, most of western 
civilization, as we know it, would crumble.  Don’t just bring her 
questions, forms, paperwork, and problems – bring her thanks.  
 
 
 
Please Note:  Very Important Information 
 
UA Bands’ Administrative Office 
The Band Office is located in the Music Building, Room 166.  Office 
hours are between 7:30-4:00, Monday through Thursday.  The band 
faculty maintain an open-door policy, but please call for an 
appointment.  Phone:  621-1683,  FAX:  621-1916, or 
E-mail:  dotson@email.arizona.edu.    
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CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS AS A MEMBER OF  
THE “PRIDE OF ARIZONA” 

 
 
Expectations, Rules, Do’s and Don’ts – call them what you will because 
here they are!  
 
1. Be Early to Rehearsal  
 Arrive at rehearsal at least 10 to 15 minutes early and warm-up on 

your instrument or equipment as well as stretch out physically.  Be 
prepared mentally, physically, and musically for rehearsal to begin 
on time.   

 
2. Avoid Wasting Time 
 Develop a quiet, focused, & efficient learning atmosphere at 

rehearsals. 
 
3. Be Organized  
 Take good care of all your music, equipment, instrument, uniform, 

etc.  Respect yourself enough to always have your music, drill charts, 
etc., with you for every rehearsal and in an organized and usable 
state.  Make sure your uniform and instrument or equipment is in 
good condition throughout the season.  The biggest problem is 
usually neglect.  Take the time to put away your equipment, 
uniform, etc., properly after each rehearsal and performance.   

 
4. Give 100% Effort All the Time  
 How you practice determines how you perform.  Don’t sell yourself 

or your fellow bandsmen short:  give it all you’ve got all the time.  
Every single member of this group is accountable for the success of 
the whole band. 

 
5. Be Respectful and Patient with All Instructors  
 The instructional staff puts out a tremendous effort on your behalf.  

Help them help you by being polite, attentive, and helpful. 
 
6. Perform as a Group in the Stands  
 All playing at the games will be done in an orderly manner and will 

be directed by the Drum Major.  No one will play when not directed. 
 
7. Accept Criticism Without Excuses  
 Criticism should always be given and received in a constructive 

manner.  Do not take it personally and do not make it personal when 
you are receiving or giving criticism.   
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8. Act Appropriately at All Band Activities, and When in Band Attire    
 Vulgar language and socially unacceptable behavior will not be 

tolerated.  Complete professionalism is expected at all performances 
(this doesn’t mean not to have fun and cheer for the Wildcats).  Your 
behavior is equally important at rehearsals, sectionals, on social 
media, etc..  Many people are offended by non-politically correct 
behavior and we all have to work together to accomplish our goals – 
so think before you speak.  

 
9. Practice Individually Between Rehearsals   
 
10. Memorize All Music and Routines  
 To memorize music and routines is not just knowing most of it. 

Music will be completely memorized including all dynamic 
markings, articulation markings, rehearsal letters – everything!   

 
11. Follow Code of Conduct with Alcohol, Illegal Drugs, and Tobacco 
 A band member shall not drink, be under the influence of, or in 

personal possession of illegal drugs or alcohol during any event, 
practice, or on any trip, nor during any other time and/or place 
designated by the Director (this includes in between a rehearsal and 
a performance on the same day).  Also, a band member shall not 

       use tobacco during any practice or at the site of the competition or   
in the spectator area of any UA athletic event, nor during any other 
time and/or place designated by the Director.  The use of tobacco is 
restricted in all forms.   

 
12. Deal With It  
 Whatever it is, learn to deal with it and always try to be part of the 

solution, not part of the problem.  
 
13. Wildcats Don’t Haze 
 No individual Wildcat should be demeaned, ridiculed, belittled, or 

placed in a potentially (emotionally or physically) harmful situation 
in order to be included in a group at the University of Arizona.  

 
Failure to meet up to the expectations listed in this criteria may result in 
any of the following:   
 • Dismissal from rehearsal  
 • Dismissal from a performance (this can & will include the 

student’s entire section if the issue is a breach of # 11 or # 13) 
 • Dismissal from the ensemble 
 • Change in performance status from full-time to alternate 
 
Any problems regarding #11 or #13 may result in expulsion from the 
University. 
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THE ALTERNATE SYSTEM 
 

 
1. Full-time or alternate performance status will initially be determined 

on the first day of Band Camp.  There are two areas that will be 
considered: playing ability at the auditions and afternoon rehearsal, 
and marching ability at the evening outdoor rehearsal.   

 
2. Alternates will be assigned on the second day of Band Camp to 

shadow a specific position in the pre-game show and the half-time 
show.   

 
3. The work ethic, playing ability, and marching ability of all “Pride” 

members will be continually evaluated by the Director and TAs.  An 
alternate may become full-time and full-time may become an 
alternate at any time at the Director’s discretion.   

 
4. If all alternates and full-time members are showing an equal work 

ethic and effort in all areas, then a rotational system will be 
established to allow all “Pride” members to perform as much as 
possible throughout the season.   
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MORE INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE “PRIDE”  
 
Marching Band Uniform 
The entire uniform, with the exception of black shoes and black socks, 
will be issued to you during “Pride” Week. 
 
Your uniform is new.  It is your responsibility to keep your uniform in 
good condition throughout the season and to keep track of each part 
assigned to you.  It is highly recommended that you clean your uniform 
several times during the season.  Correct uniform wear and care will be 
demonstrated during “Pride” Week.   
 
The uniform is the property of The University of Arizona Bands and all 
parts must be returned in the same condition as when checked out to 
you.  You will be returning your uniform at the last “Pride” performance 
– whether it’s at the UA/ASU game or a Bowl game.  Anyone who does 
not turn in their uniform at this time will be charged a late fee of $10 
starting in January and the replacement cost of the uniform.  This charge 
will be placed on your Bursar’s account and will not be released until the 
uniform is returned to the Band Office. The student is responsible for 
replacing lost or damaged uniforms or parts of uniforms.  If you lose a 
uniform part, contact the equipment manager immediately.    
 
Uniforms will be worn properly at all times.  We are only as good as we 
look.  The band uniform is a symbol of pride and dignity to many 
people.  Treat it with the utmost respect at all times.  Never allow  
anyone else to wear any part of your uniform. 
 
Bowl Games 
Keep in mind that with your commitment to the marching band, you are 
also committed to traveling with the team to a bowl game.  This is 
normally between Christmas and New Years.  If we do indeed go, more 
information will come your way as it becomes available.     
 
Parades 
The annual Tucson tradition known as the Rodeo Parade is held in 
February.  It is the longest non-mechanized parade in the world, but 
don’t worry . . . we’re first in line!  The Pep Band, Drum Line, and Pom 
Line are committed to participate in this event.     
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UA FIGHT SONGS AND ALMA MATER 
 

 
BEAR DOWN ARIZONA ALL HAIL 
 
Let’s Cheer for Arizona  All Hail, Arizona 
Let’s raise our voices high Thy colors Red and Blue 
Let’s Cheer for Arizona  Stand as a symbol 
The Bear Down Battle Cry  of our love for you 
Let’s Cheer our team to Victory  
Let’s Cheer our team to Fame  All Hail, Arizona 
Let’s Cheer for Arizona  To thee we’ll e’er be true 
For Spirit Wins the Game  We’ll watch o’er and  
      keep you 
Bear Down Arizona  All Hail!  All Hail! 
Bear Down Red and Blue  
Bear Down Arizona  
Hit ‘em hard, Let ‘em know who’s who  
Bear Down Arizona  
Bear Down Red and Blue  
Go! Go! Wildcats Go!  
Arizona, Bear Down!  
 
 
FIGHT! WILDCATS  FIGHT! 
 
Hail Arizona Wildcats  
Fighting for old UA  
A raging team of Wildcats  
Growling for the fray  
There’s not a team can stop them  
When the ball goes into play  
So Fight! Team!  
Fight with all your might  
And win today!  
 
Fight Wildcats Fight for Arizona  
We’re with you ever staunch and true  
This day we hail you and we cheer you  
They can’t defeat the Red and Blue  
Circle the ends and crash through center  
Hit hard and gain on ev’ry play  
Fight Wildcats!  
Fight! Fight! Fight!  
We’ll win today!  
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ATTENDANCE AND GRADING POLICIES 
 
 In order for us to accomplish our standards of excellence, our 
attendance policies have been established as follows.   
 
• Attendance at all regularly scheduled rehearsals, dress rehearsals, 

and performances including extra scheduled events is mandatory.  
For any trips or other events scheduled during school time, all 
students will receive an official excused absence from the Dean of 
Students.   

 
• The only acceptable excuses for missing rehearsals are severe illness 

and/or emergencies.   
 
• In the Athletic Bands your grade is based on success in two areas: 

Performance Tests and Attendance. 
 
Performance Test grades will be 40% of your final grade.  
Every member of the "Pride of Arizona" will be evaluated a 
minimum of 3 times during the course of the semester. These 
Performance Tests will take place just before or immediately 
following rehearsal and will evaluate any and/or all of the 
following: Music memorization, routine memorization, drill 
marching, performance accuracy and showmanship. 
If you are not satisfied with the grade you receive on one of these 
tests, you may petition the director for a re-test to prove your ability 
on that material. 
  
60% of your final grade is based on your attendance at rehearsals.  
For every unexcused absence your attendance grade will drop one 
full letter. So with one absence not approved, your grade will drop 
to a "B", with two, a "C", and so on. 
 
Bottom line - come to all the rehearsals ! If you are at all the 
practices, you are most likely to know the material well and 
therefore do well on the performance tests. 

 
• If you do miss a rehearsal, it is important to submit an Excuse Form, 

which is available on line at the Band website. This form should be 
submitted before you are going to miss the rehearsal, if possible, and 
will not be accepted after a week has passed since your absence.  

 
• Submit the form as soon as possible.  The forms will be reviewed by 

the Director of the ensemble for approval.  Students may appeal the 
decision to the Director of the ensemble.  The Director, however, 
does have the right to the final decision.  Forms will be returned to 
you via email as soon as the decision is made.   
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• Also, two tardies to a rehearsal will be counted as an absence.  
Tardies may also be excused, at the Director’s discretion, through the 
use of the Excuse Form.  A tardy is 5 or more minutes late.   

 
• Marching Band members who miss between 30-60 minutes of a 

Saturday morning's rehearsal will automatically be an alternate for 
either pregame or halftime for that same day.  Missing more than 60 
minutes results in being an alternate for both pregame and halftime 
of that same day.  The director of the ensemble has the option of 
dismissing any student from a rehearsal or for the semester. 
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CLASS/LAB CONFLICTS 
 
We understand that there are occasional conflicts with a class or lab that 
may make it difficult for you to participate in the Bands.  We have 
another form for this – known as the Class/Lab Conflict Form.  
 
If you have a class scheduled which takes away from some rehearsal 
time, fill out this form and bring it by the Band Office.  You, as the 
member, must understand, however, that you have the responsibility to 
learn the music/drill/routine and keep up with the other members of 
the organization who are attending all rehearsals.  It is imperative that 
you obtain the Class/Lab Conflict Form from the Band Office or a Band 
TA and submit it so that we know about your conflict.   
 
 

MUSIC POLICIES 
 
 
Marching and Pep Bands  
Students are asked to buy their own music flip folder.  They will be 
available for purchase at Band Camp if you do not already have one.  
Your music will be also be distributed to you at camp.  Please place it in 
your folder as soon as possible and bring it with you to every rehearsal.  
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INSTRUMENT RENTAL 
 
 The Instrument Room is located in the Fred Fox School of Music, 
Room 112.  Instruments will only be checked out during posted or 
published hours. If you cannot make it during these hours, please call 
520-626-2571 and leave a message with your phone number so that we 
can make other arrangements with you.  
 The use of a School of Music instrument is a privilege extended to 
you by the Fred Fox School of Music.  You must have a CATCARD and 
know your student ID number in order to checkout an instrument.  If 
you do not, please contact Deon Dourlein, deon@email.arizona.edu, 520-
235-6028.  
 Bari saxes, mellophones, marching baritones, and sousaphones are 
available for a $40 rental fee plus a $40 deposit. (Other instruments are 
not rented to Marching Band unless approved by Deon).  Your Bursar’s 
account will be charged for this rental.  No cash or checks will be 
accepted.  The deposit will be credited to your Bursar’s account if the 
instrument is returned on time and in the same condition as when the 
instrument was checked out.  This deposit does not carry over from year 
to year. All students must pay the above fees in order to be issued an 
instrument.  Scholarships do not wave these fees.   
 This semester you will be issued a BRAND NEW YAMAHA 
INSTRUMENT!!  Please only handle these instruments while wearing 
gloves. During the rental period, you are responsible for the care of the 
instrument. Please keep it clean.  It is your responsibility to report any 
major damage, theft, or loss immediately or you will be charged for the 
damage or loss.  Damages/loss must be reported to Prof. Howard and 
Deon Dourlein with the date, time, and details of the event.  Please 
include your contact information.  Telling a Band staff member or 
student does not qualify as reporting damage to the appropriate 
person.  
 All instruments must be returned clean and in working order to 
the Fred Fox School of Music Instrument Room by January 15, 2016 or 
your deposit will be forfeited and your records will be encumbered for 
the cost of the instrument.  Sousaphone check in will be scheduled 
separately.  Those people needing instruments for Pep Band during the 
second semester must renew their checkout by this date or they will 
forfeit their deposit.  
 To avoid unnecessary damage to the University instrument, please 
store and transport it in its proper case at all times.  These cases are 
designed to hold only the instrument and limited supplies; consequently 
store only the instrument in the case.   Please alert an instrument room 
person if you have problems with any case so that it can be corrected as 
soon as possible.  
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The Fred Fox School of Music has only a limited number of 
instruments available for check-out.  If you find during the season that 
you no longer need to use the instrument that you checked out, please 
return it as soon as possible to the Fred Fox School of Music Instrument 
Room Manager so that someone else may use it.  Thank you.   

**NOTE:  Any special questions or problems should be directed to 
Deon Dourlein at the Fred Fox School of Music (626-9225).  

INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE 

Brasswind  
Use the thinnest valve oil you can find.  Oil the valves often.  If the 
valves stick or slow down, take them out and clean them off, clean out 
the casings, and oil them again.  Use Vaseline on slides to keep them 
lubricated.  If a slide or mouthpiece should become stuck, apply a few 
drops of valve oil on the edge – this may help to dislodge it.  If this does 
not help, contact the School of Music Equipment Managers.  Do not 
force stuck slides or mouthpieces!  

Keep your mouthpiece and instrument clean.  Running warm water 
through the instrument will do the job.  Dry the instrument with a soft 
cloth.  All the instruments have been cleaned this summer and were 
stored with dry valves.  Prior to playing, oil the valves.   

Woodwind  
Keep the instrument as clean as possible.  Avoid exposing the instrument 
to water (rain, mud, swimming pools, etc.).  Swab out instrument after 
each use.  Keep the corks greased.  If the instrument’s mechanisms get 
stuck, a spring breaks, or a pad falls out, bring the instrument to the 
School of Music Equipment Managers.  

**NOTE:  Any special questions or problems, call Deon Dourlein at 
          626-9225. 






